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Single-unit1, lesion2, and fMRI3 studies have shown that when multiple 
objects are present in the visual field, they compete for neural representation
in ventral visual stream areas and that selective attention biases the 
competition in favor of the attended object, such that irrelevant nearby
distracters are filtered out.  We hypothesized that areas in parietal and frontal
cortex provide top-down feedback to ventral visual areas during such
attentional filtering.  Consistent with this idea, we previously documented a
filtering deficit in a patient with bilateral parietal lesions4. In the present brain
imaging study of healthy volunteers, subjects performed a difficult object
discrimination task with displays containing visual distracters. We varied
discrimination difficulty (easy, hard) and distracter salience (low, medium, high).
We predicted that the presence of very salient distracters would interfere with
performance of the object discrimination task, especially when the task was
difficult and commanded attentional resources. Thus, we expected that fMRI
maps would yield brain regions that reflect an interaction of task difficulty with
distracter salience.
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Methods
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Eight subjects' object discrimination perceptual thresholds for morphed 
human-ape faces were determined using a staircase procedure.

During threshold measurement trials, subjects were presented a central fixation
point and one morphed image 5 degrees above-left of fixation.

Subjects indicated whether the morph was the target (canonical ape) or a
non-target (morphs).
Thresholds were then used in an object discrimination task with distracters of
varied salience.
Stimuli included a central fixation
point with a to-be-attended morphed
stimulus of high contrast surrounded by
8 distracters (scrambled faces) of high,
medium, or low salience.
Subjects still indicated, by button press,
whether the attended object was an ape
or morph during either difficult (canonical
ape or threshold) or easy (above-threshold
morph) discrimination.
In a control task, the attended item was
replaced with a scrambled morph and 8
scrambled distracters of medium salience.
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Hybrid fMRI design:

Blocked by task (Object Discrimination

or Scrambled Control)

Event-Related within each Object

Discrimination block in which difficulty

of discrimination and salience of

distracters were randomized

Imaging Parameters:
GE Signa 3 Tesla; GrE-EPI
TR=3000ms; TE=30ms
Slice Thickness=4mm; 8 runs

# of steps 0 263 640 800 1000

Examples of Morphed Stimuli

Results3

Filtering of distracting objects is modulated by relative distracter salience during demanding task and
attentional conditions as shown by RT differences during difficult discrimination but not easy discrimination.

Main effect of discrimination
difficulty was significant (p=0.006).

Distracter salience levels did not
significantly increase response
times during easy discrimination.

ANOVA showed significant effect
of distracter salience during the
difficult discrimination task
(p<0.0001).

Frontal and Parietal regions that show significant distracter salience effects during difficult object
discrimination include Superior Parietal Lobule, Inferior Parietal Lobule, Middle Frontal Gyrus, and Inferior
Frontal Gyrus.  These activations are partly distinct from those involved in spatial shifts of attention.

Top-down feedback from Fronto-Parietal regions act on ventral stream visual regions in Occipitotemporal
Cortex in order to achieve filtering.
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Top-Down Targets:
(High Salience>Low Salience Distracters)

Group Maps: (n = 11)

Behavior: (n = 11)

Fronto-Parietal Regions Exhibiting Filtering Activity Are
Distinct From Regions In The Spatial Attention Network

Inferior Frontal Gyrus (B.A. 45)
Superior Parietal Lobule (B.A. 7)

2 X 3 Factorial Design: Two Levels of Task
Difficulty, Three Levels of Distracter Salience

Salient Distracters
Elevate Response
Times for Difficult
Object Discrimination
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Fronto-Parietal activations were modulated by distracter
salience during difficult discrimination only

Ventral visual areas modulated by distracter salience:
-Lingual and Middle Occipital Gyri during Easy Discrimination
-Fusiform Gyrus added during Difficult Discrimination
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Non-target stimulus;
High salience distracters

Display Examples
Target stimulus;
Low salience distracters

Non-target stimulus;
Medium salience distracters

Scrambled control stimulus;
Medium salience distracters
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Lingual Gyrus (B.A. 18)
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Difficult Discrimination
(High>Low Distracter Salience)

Fusiform/Lingual Gyri (B.A.37/18)
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p<0.001
for all maps

Task Difficulty X Distracter Salience
interaction was also significant
(p=0.009).
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